
FRIEDA’S CALLAS
LOOM or SQUARE STITCH PATTERN

Length: approx. 9+” using Delica beads*
Width:  63 beads/64 warp threads (approx. 31⁄2”)

*Measurement does not include length of straps

Designed for and with the help of my dear friend, Frieda Bates, “Frieda’s 
Callas” balances the phases of the life of a calla lily in an extraordinary 
neckpiece.

The stated amount of beads necessary (see page 2) is as exact as possible. In 
the case of the #244 pink for straps, the 25 grams is approximate, depending 
on how long you make the straps. To be safe, always buy more beads than you 
think you will need.
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Quantity of Beads Delica Color #

8 grams  #200
Matte Opaque White

3 grams  #201
White Lustre

5 grams  #352
Matte Cream

3 grams  #203
Opaque Cream

70 beads  #204
Pale Flesh

3 grams  #232
Pale Yellow Pearl

14 beads  #160
Opaque Irid. Bright Yellow

1 gram  #751
Matte bright Yellow

1 gram  #171
Trasp. Irid. Yellow

1 gram  #1301
Transp. Medium Yellow

1  gram  #702
Amber

1 gram  #371
Metallic Olive

49 beads  #311
Dark Olive

49 beads  #237
Light Leaf green

60 beads  #169
Opaque Lime green

3 grams  #705
Transp Bright  Med. Green

90 beads  #656
Opaque Grass

5 grams  #605
Silver Lined Emerald Green

26 beads  #688
Grassy green

2.5 grams  #327
Deep Olive

2.5 grams  #859
Dk Blue-Green

4 grams  #776
Dark green

25+ grams #244
Light Pink

3 grams  #236
Medium Pink

3 grams  #914
Dark Pink
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Make this strip 
of beads

(9 beads high)
in an off-edge

weave stitch

All segments along the sides of 
the pattern that appear sepa-

rated from the body of the piece 
can be completed in an off-edge 
weave stitch, like square stitch.
Or, if you are adept at increasing 
and decreasing, you can work 

them on the loom
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Center
Bead
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#1
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#23

Warp
#43

Warp
#64
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